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Abstract 
We study the distribution of lattice points a + ib on the fixed circle a 2 + b 2 = n. Our results 
apply p.p. to the representable integers n, and we supply bounds for the discrepancy of the 
distribution, and for the maximum and minimum of the angles between consecutive points. As a 
corollary, we are able to show that when n is representable then it is almost surely representable 
with min(a,b) small, with an explicit bound. (~)1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
AMS classification." 11K28; 11P21 
I. Introduction 
We are interested in the arguments of  the Gaussian integers a + ib such that 
a 2 + b2= n, where n is a fixed, large random integer which is representable as the 
sum of two squares. This will involve the introduction of  a suitable conditional prob- 
ability which we describe more precisely below. For the moment let us assume that n 
is representable, and r(n) denote the number of  representations counted in the usual 
way, that is with regard to both the order and sign of  a and b. We have 
r(n) = 4 ~ g(d) = ~ sin(rtd/2), ( 1 ) 
din din 
where ~ is the non-principal Dirichlet character (mod4);  moreover (n )>0 if and only 
if n has no prime factor p-= 3 (mod 4) with odd exponent. Let us write 
a~+ib~=x/ne  i6~, 0~<qSl<q52<.. .<~br( , )<2r~.  (2) 
It is reasonable to expect hat i f  n is, in some suitable sense, a normal number, that is a 
representable number with a large number of  prime factors = 1 (mod4)  distributed un- 
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exceptionally, then the angles q~s will be approximately uniformly distributed (mod 2n). 
We consider three measures of uniform distribution: the discrepancy, and the maximum 
and minimum spacing between the angles. We define 
A = max{lcard*{s: ~bs E [~,fl],(mod 2n)} - (fl - ~)r(n):O~<~<fl~<2n}, (3) 
¢b(n)= max{q~s - q~s-l: l<~s<<.r(n)}, (q~0:=qS,~(n)-2n), (4) 
k~(n) = min{qSs - ~bs-l: 1 <<.s<~r(n)}. (5) 
The asterisk in (3) denotes that if Cs =c¢ or fi it counts 1. Let D 2 denote the 
product of the prime factors _= 3 (mod4) of n. In any representation f n as a sum 
of two squares we have D]a,D[b, so that D does not affect the angles qS. Moreover, 
none of these measures is influenced by the power of 2 dividing n: if this power is 
even the angles are unchanged and if it is odd there is a rotation through 45 °. Hence 
we may restrict our attention to integers n all of whose prime factors are congruent to 
1 (mod 4). We denote this sequence by G and its counting function by Ro(x), so that 
we have 
x (.4 1 (1_  1"~1/2~ 
Ro(x)=(A+o(1))v/( logx),  =~-~2H q ~ j  j .  (6) 
Notice that A is not the constant which appears in Landau's formula for R(x), the usual 
counting function of the representable integers. We have the following results. 
Theorem 1. Let E > 0 be fixed. Then for almost all integers belonging to the sequence 
G, i.e. with at most o(R0(x)) exceptions not exceeding x, we have 
1 
Theorem 2. Let z be a real number and 
1 e_V2 H(z) = ~ .- dr. (8) 
Then the number of integers not exceeding x and belonging to the sequence G for 
which 
¢b(n ) < 2-(I/2) log log n- -z  ,/(log log . )  (9) 
is equal to 
(H(z) + o(1))Ro(x), (x--* c~). (10) 
In other words, the probability that (9) holds, conditional on n E (~, is H(z). Moreover 
the result remains true if z tends to + oo. 
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Corollary. Let f l=( l /2 ) log2  and ~l(n)---~c~ as n---+oo. Then almost all integers n 
of  the form a 2 + b 2 possess a representation i which 
v/n 
a << (log n)-------~ exp{q(n)x/log log n}. ( 11 ) 
Theorem 3. Let e > 0 be f ixed Then for almost all integers belonging to the sequence 
G we have 
SO(n) < 3 -((I/2)-~:) log log n (12)  
For the proof of Theorem 1 we require the classical botmd for the discrepancy due 
to Erd6s and Turfin [3] together with information about the distribution of Gauss/an 
primes due to Kubilius [7]. The other theorems also depend on Kubilius' results and 
on probabilistic group theory, initiated by Erd6s and R6nyi [2]. The proofs are close 
variants of those to be found in Erd6s and Hall [1], Hall [5], respectively, which 
concerned the distribution of the points {log d (mod 1) : d I n} (in the case n E 7/) and 
for this reason are reduced to a few explanatory remarks. 
It may be that the corollary to Theorem 2 is best possible in the following sense: if 
we replace q(n) by -~/(n) in the exponent on the tight of (11) then almost none of 
the integers which are sums of two squares permit such a representation. This would 
be the result analogous to Theorem 2 of our paper [1]. In any case it is clear that fl 
cannot be taken greater than ½, when there would be too few, that is o(R0(x)), choices 
of a and b such that a 2 ÷ b 2 <~x. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
~1 ~2 3(k Let nC G, n=pl  P2 ""Pk where p j~ 1 (mod4) always. Let p j= [0)12 where 0)/ 
is one of the eight Gauss/an primes with norm p. If ~j denotes the complex conjugate 
of o~/ these are co j, ~j and their associates. We may if we wish determine o~i uniquely 
by requiting that it lies in the first octant. A typical Gauss/an integer with norm n 
therefore takes the form 
k 
a + ib= 1-I (13) 
./=1 
where, for each i, 
a+ib  k 
- H (14) 
V/n j=l  
We multiply by + 1, + i and order these numbers around the unit circle to obtain r(n) 
numbers zs = e i4'' . We put 
r(n) 
Zt(n) = ~z{  (15) 
s--l 
0) )0) j  , 
0 ~< Yi ~< ~i. If we set arg 0)~ = Oj then we may deduce that 
e(27j-~j)iG. 
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and the upper bound for the discrepancy of Erd6s and Turfin [3] is: uniformly in T, 
A(n) << ~ + E } ]Zt(n)[' (16) 
t<~T 
We notice at this point that Zt(n)#O only if t-=0(mod4) and we assume, from this 
point onward, that this congruence holds. The function Zt(n)/4, (restricted to G) is 
multiplicative: if p - 1 (mod 4) then 
Zt(p~)/4 = 1 + 2cos2tO(p) + 2cos4tO(p) +. . .  + 2cos~tO(p), (if ~ is even), 
=2costO(p)+2cos3tO(p)+.. .+2cos~tO(p),  if ~is odd). (17) 
Here O(p) denotes the argument of the Gaussian prime co in the first octant whose 
norm is p. However, we note that since t is a multiple of 4 and cosine is an even 
function the right-hand side of (17) is independent of the choice of co. Notice that 
Zt(n)/r(n) is also multiplicative. We recall the Halberstam-Richert inequality [4]: let 
f be a non-negative multiplicative function such that, for some x > 0 we have both 
f(p)logp<~xu+O(u/log2u), (u~>2) (18) 
p<~u 
and 
E p>~u ,,>~2 P" << 1/logu, (u~>2). 
Then for x >12 we have 
Kx (1 +O(1/ logx)) E f (n)  
E f(n) <. logx n 
n<~x n<~x 
~< 1-~gx(l ÷ O(1/1og x ) )H  (1 ÷ 
p<~x 
(19) 
f (p )  + f(p2) ) 
P - -7 -  + . . . .  (20) 
The most interesting point here is the sharp constant in (20), but (20) 1s very useful 
as an O-result and this is what we need. Let O(n) denote the total number of prime 
factors of n, and G(x) the set of integers in G not exceeding x. We deduce from 
(16)-(20) that for positive 0<y<5 we have 
E r~ff  y <<A(n)'°(n) T-lx(l°gx)(y/2)-' +E t-l E IZ,(n)l 
nc~(x) t<~T n~(x) r(n) yO(.) 
E x I~I< ( I c°s t0(p) l )  << T-lx(l°gx)(v/2)-I + t logx 1 + y , 
t<~T p~x P 
(21) 
where the star denotes that the product is restricted to primes p = 1 (mod 4), and O(p) 
is as defined above. Now we apply Theorem 8 of Kubilius' paper, which we state here 
for the reader's convenience. 
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Lemma 1 (Kubilius [7]). The number of Gaussian primes ~o in the sector 
0 ~< ~ ~<arg ~o ~</3 ~<27t, 1~o12 ~u (22) 
is equal to 
fu  dv 2 (fl - + O(uexp{-b~/logu)} ), 
where b is an absolute positive constant. 
(23) 
We deduce from Lemma 1 that, uniformly for t E 4~ we have 
1 f2 u dv y~. I costO(p)l = ~ ~ + O(tuexp{-bv/(logu)}). 
p<~u 
(24) 
Perhaps the quickest way to see this is to derestrict the range of O(p) to the whole 
torus -0- = R/2xZ which multiplies the sum by 8, and then split T into 2t intervals on 
which cos tO has fixed sign. A typical interval is E = (-x/2t, n/2t], and we have 
* * [r~/2t 
= t sin tO d~b Ic°stO(p)l ~ .lO(p) 
p<~u,O(p)EE p<~u,O(p)EE 
z{ 1}sn  0 
p<~u,-rt/2t <O(p)<~ b 
= fE (c~+ ~t) {2 fzUl-~gvdV}tsint49d49 
+ O(u exp{-bv/(log u)}) 
B xt ~ dv + O(uexp{-bv/(logu)}), (25) 
and we obtain (24) on multiplying by 2t/8. We deduce that for 2<<.w<~x, with w at 
our disposal, we have 
:¢ Z±l 
p<~x p 
1 1 logx 
c°stO(p)l <~ 21°gl°gw + O(1) + - 
+ O(t exp{-bv/(log w)} ). (26) 
Here we have estimated the sum over the range 5 ~< p ~< w trivially, employing partial 
summation and (24) over the remaining range. We choose w so that the last term on 
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the right is bounded, i.e. l ogw=(b  -j  logt)2; this is in order since our final choice for 
T will imply that log T << loglogx. We obtain, uniformly for t E4[~, that 
Z~lcostO(p) l<~ log logx+ 1-  log logt+O(1) .  (27) 
p<~x 
We insert (27) into (21) which yields 
Z r--~A(n)Y~(") << T- lx( logx)  ~y/2)-I + x(logx)O'/~)-1(logT)Y-(2Y/~)+l. (28) 
nCG(x) 
We put y = n/2 and T = log x and we deduce that 
Z r(n) \2 /  << Ro(x)(loglogx) ~/2. (29) 
nCG(x) 
For all but o(R0(x)) of the integers in (~(x) we have t2 (n)>( (1 /2 ) -  e)loglogx. 
Together with (2) this implies the result stated. 
3. Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 
These are similar to the proofs of Theorem 3 [1] and the main theorem in [5], 
respectively, and go through without difficulty: so we do not give the details here. We 
should like to mention the following result in probabilistic group theory which is a 
straightforward analogue of that of Erd6s and R6nyi [2] and rather simpler than Wild's 
theorem employed in [5]. This is sufficient for the proof of Theorem 3. 
Theorem 4. Let G be an Abelian group of odd order N. Let k elements gl,g2 .. . . .  gk 
be chosen randomly and independently from G. Then with probability not less than 
1 - 6, all elements g of G have a representation 
g = d: grl ± gr2 ± "" " ± grh (30) 
in which 0<r l  <r2< .." <rh <~k (or the sum is empty and g=0o)  provided 
log 3 
3k > 1256-2N(logN) 7, 7 = log 2" (31) 
The condition that N should be odd arises because we do not want any group elements 
of order 2 (for then the choice of signs in (30) is nugatory). It could be relaxed a 
little, but does not present any difficulty in our application. We indicate very briefly 
here how we employ probabilistic group theory to prove results like Theorems 2 and 3 
above, with Theorem 3 as our example. A detailed study of this subject may be found 
in Ch. 4 of [6]. 
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We are interested in the minimum distance between two angles ~b in (2). Let us 
consider Eq. (14) above, and apply it to the ratio of two Gaussian integers a + ib and 
c + id with norm n. We obtain 
a+ ib 
C~-~ --  H e2(:'li-"'2J)i°L (32) 
,/- 1 
(say), in which 0~Tlj ,  7zj~<c% Normally there are no repeated, large, prime factors 
and so we lose nothing if we suppose 7ij = 0 or 1 for i = 1,2 and every j, that is 
71 / -  72j : 0 or -t- 1 always. So the argument of the expression in (32) has the form 
4-20r ,+20, .~-t - ' ' '+20r  h ( l~<r l<rz<' - '<rh~k) ,  (33) 
similar to (30). We define G to be the cyclic group comprising the arguments 
2nrn/N(mod 2n), (where N is a large odd integer to be specified later), and we approx- 
imate the arguments 20j appearing in (33) by group elements by setting 9./=2rcrnJN 
where mj = [NO//rt]: this introduces an error <2rck/N in the sum. Suppose that the 
corresponding sum (30) represents every element of G. In particular 9 = 2rc/N is rep- 
resented (necessarily by a non-empty sum). Translating to (33) we find that 
1+20r, +2Ore + ""  +20,-,,I <27t(k + 1)IN (34) 
giving a small angle between distinct integers a + ib and c + id. We notice that k 
is equal to the number of distinct prime factors of n congruent to 1 (mod 4) and has 
normal order 1 loglogn. Hence we may assume that k> ½(1 -e ) log logn .  We may 
therefore choose N to be an odd integer such that the right-hand side of (34) is smaller 
than the bound for ~(n) claimed in (12), with 6 -+0 in (31). Actually we consider 
all the (representable) integers n not exceeding x together, where x --, o¢. There is just 
one group, depending on x. Because of the slow growth of the function log log n we 
may translate log log n into log logx everywhere. We want to show that the number of 
exceptional integers not satisfying (12) is o(x). These integers have sets of Gaussian 
prime factors for which the arguments correspond to exceptional sets of group elements, 
in the sense described in Theorem 4. The technical part of the proof is therefore to 
show that when 6 = 6(x) -+ 0 these bad combinations of prime factors account for only 
o(x) integers n <x; from a probabilistic point of view, that different combinations of 
prime factors are to a sufficient degree of accuracy, equally likely. The calculation is 
similar to those in our papers mentioned above. 
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